This “market wallet” can be used as a knapsack, food bag, accessory bag, saddle bag or just about anything that needs to be carried. Small wallets may be worn over the belt & larger ones thrown over your shoulder or tied on a horse, etc. Best materials for the wallet are Hemp, med. weight linen, light canvas, oil skin or ticking. Many original wallets were also lined with colored linen or cotton. Dimensions of the unfinished Market Wallet in this diagram, is 24”w X 36”l for an average size. Finished size is about 12”w X 35”. Widths and Lengths may vary according to the size of wallet needed. Measurements from an original wallet were 12” X 40” finished size. For use as saddle bags we have made them 18” wide X 48” long finished size. See the finished wallet shape and dimensions below.